Debaters At Rice Defeat L.S.U. Squad

Crocker, Jones and Jones Win Elimination Match Debating Questions

Johnny Crocker, William J. Jones and E. A. Jones of the Debating Society of Rice Institute, won a team elimination match over two different reflectors. The Louisiana State University team lost last night in a debate at the Tulane annual meeting upon the efficiency of the question. The judges ruled that the United States should agree to the conclusion of the International Debt.

The L. S. U. debaters, Leon Rov, Walls and Leon Moore, met the Rice team in the first debate of a tour for a new deal in international relations at the College of the United States.

Every little step toward the reparation of international finance and the explanation of the complexities and intricacies of trade, exports, imports, income tax returns and for a new deal in international returns is said to have been taken by the Rice team in the first debate of a tour for a new deal in international finance.
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Debates.
At an open meeting of the P.A.L.S., I, ii, iii, rush, How the mighty have fallen!!!

Society Editors

EDWIN McCLANAHAN
A. S. MOODY Jr.

Books

J. H. Hennesy, Head Bookman, Marjorie Banks.

"Lockiness"

That school as well as our country is in need of men and women who possess that quality known to the majority of people as "recreational." The problem is not to find many students with the ability to "recreationalize," but to find a few who can show that rare ability to "recreationalize" in a manner that is both beneficial to themselves and to the rest of the student body.

"Bathie" and Hands never save us.—Dr. Joel B. Hayden.

Although the news affects only a minority of the student body, it is a fact that every student is interested in the events of the day. The news affects not only the student body, but the faculty and staff as well. This is true of all news, not just that which affects the student body.
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Three Talks For Seminar Scheduled

Kinzler, Helida and Bagland will speak to Dr. E. Green.

Pledges Are Initiated

Last Tuesday was initiation day for the Blinding Students Literary society, the last day for many members of the chaps in the house to enter. The week had been an exciting one for many of the members of the society. The last day of the week was a busy one, with many activities planned for the members.

Y.W.C.A. Will Name Chiefs

Y.W.C.A. offices for the recent summer meeting in Boston, held at the Athens house at Littleton, Mass., announced appointment of new national and regional officers.

Theatres

This week the Majestic theatre will present Alexander Gray and Bernice Rice, two starring personalities in connection with the picture "The Green Moon." The Majestic is one of the largest and most modern theatres in the city. The picture, directed by George Arliss, is a story of a young girl who has been abandoned by her parents and who is forced to make her own way in the world.

Design For Living Reviewed

At Literary Society Meeting

Louie Willard, Carol Zilber and Peggie Clark were present at the meeting.

PALS Pledges To Be Initiated Monday

Monday class will be held at 9:30 a.m. in the PALS room in the Union. The pledges will be initiated in the afternoon of the same day.

Metropolitan

"Grand Hotel" Warner Brothers, chosen as the nation's most popular film of the year, will be shown at the Union Theatre at 9:30 p.m., Thursday, March 9. The film, directed by John M. Stahl, is a story of a woman who has been abandoned by her husband and who is forced to make her own way in the world. The film is a moving story of a woman's struggle for independence and her eventual triumph.

The President" Warner Brothers, a story of a woman who has been abandoned by her husband and who is forced to make her own way in the world, will be shown at the Union Theatre at 9:30 p.m., Thursday, March 9. The film, directed by John M. Stahl, is a story of a woman who has been abandoned by her husband and who is forced to make her own way in the world. The film is a moving story of a woman's struggle for independence and her eventual triumph.

"Circe" Warner Brothers, a story of a woman who has been abandoned by her husband and who is forced to make her own way in the world, will be shown at the Union Theatre at 9:30 p.m., Thursday, March 9. The film, directed by John M. Stahl, is a story of a woman who has been abandoned by her husband and who is forced to make her own way in the world. The film is a moving story of a woman's struggle for independence and her eventual triumph.
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"The President" Warner Brothers, a story of a woman who has been abandoned by her husband and who is forced to make her own way in the world, will be shown at the Union Theatre at 9:30 p.m., Thursday, March 9. The film, directed by John M. Stahl, is a story of a woman who has been abandoned by her husband and who is forced to make her own way in the world. The film is a moving story of a woman's struggle for independence and her eventual triumph.
Professor Gives Rules For Dress

Says Woman Should Dress Out Back of Personality In Clothes

New York (AP)—American women should dress out the back of their personality in clothes to attract the attention of men, according to a recent study by Dr. L. P. Gardiner, professor of psychology at the University of North Carolina. He states that men are attracted to women who dress in a way that reflects their personality and interests.

In another study, Dr. Gardiner found that when women wear clothes that are too tight or too revealing, they are less attractive to men. He suggests that women should consider the fit and comfort of their clothes, as well as their personal style and preferences, when choosing what to wear.

On Other CAMPUSSES

TYPICAL RICE (continued from Page 11)

Rice boys who go out with the girls at the Institute may be seen that night before on the dance floor, reaching the nurses of the Rice girls as they do so that they do not admire their lack of self-control.
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Airing The Owls

By Pete Manicacce

Owl City Cape Change

With the addition of twelve new members, the Owl varsity basketball team will have a new group of talented players. The team, under the guidance of Coach Mavis Hertberg, will be known as the new Owl City team. The addition of new players will bring a new dynamic to the team's performance.

Owl Netters To Compete For Posts

The netters, led by seniors John Chisholm and John Hertberg, will be looking to secure their posts for the upcoming season. The team, under the guidance of Coach Mavis Hertberg, will be known as the new Owl City team. The addition of new players will bring a new dynamic to the team's performance.

Notes on Spring Training

The Rice Institute varsity track team, under the guidance of Coach Mavis Hertberg, will be known as the new Owl City team. The addition of new players will bring a new dynamic to the team's performance.

Second Rice Tryouts In Track Hold
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